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Message from the Chief Executive
Dear Applicant,
I would like to add a short personal message alongside the information enclosed.
International trade is a fundamental driver of economic growth. History has shown that open, trading
economies generate wealth, create jobs, increase consumer choice and can lead to higher standards of
living. UK Export Finance (UKEF) is at the heart of the Export Strategy, which sets out Government support
to help British businesses succeed in an overseas marketplace, driving sustainable growth and prosperity
in the UK and abroad.
UKEF is the UK’s export credit agency and a government department, reporting into the Secretary of State for International
Trade and is strategically and operationally aligned with the Department for International Trade. Founded in 1919 as the
world’s first export credit agency, we have been innovating since day one, and now have over 100 years’ track record
supporting UK exports.
Our mission is to ensure that no viable UK export fails for lack of finance or insurance, and to do so we provide loans,
guarantees and insurance to help UK companies win overseas sales, fulfil export contracts, and make sure that they get
paid. We exist to complement, not compete with the private sector, and work with over 100 private credit insurers and
lenders.
In 2020-21, 549 companies were able to export with our support, with many more companies in supply chains indirectly
benefiting from UKEF support. 79% of the companies we provided with finance and insurance were small to medium
enterprises. In total we provided £12.3 billion in financial support for UK exports to 77 countries’, and over the past five
years we have provided almost £30 billion of support.
UKEF’s offer is a critical part of the Government’s plan to support UK exporters in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic,
and by working with partners throughout Government, including the Department for International Trade, the Department
for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy and the Foreign, Commonwealth & Development Office, we can play our part
in supporting the UK’s trade aspirations.
This is an exciting time to join UKEF, and to play a key part in supporting the UK’s international trade goals and objectives.
Thank you for your interest in this role.
Kind regards,

Louis Taylor
Chief Executive
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About UK Export Finance
UKEF’s mission is to ensure that no viable UK export fails for lack of finance or insurance from the private sector, while
operating at no net cost to the taxpayer.

What we do
UKEF helps UK companies:
 win export contracts by providing attractive financing terms to their buyers
 fulfil export contracts by supporting working capital loans and contract bonds
 get paid for export contracts by providing insurance against buyer default

UKEF can support exports for any size of company and across all permissible sectors, from capital goods to services and
intangibles such as intellectual property.
UKEF operates under its own Act of Parliament: the Export and Investment Guarantees Act 1991 (as amended). In
performing its functions, UKEF operates with autonomy within the financial objectives and policies set out in a standing
consent from HM Treasury.
Helping exporters win contracts overseas
UKEF can give overseas buyers attractive long-term financing that makes UK exporters’ offering more competitive by allowing
buyers to spread the capital costs.
We provide support through:
 100% unconditional guarantees to banks lending to overseas buyers to source from the UK
 Lending directly to overseas buyers
 Supporting capital market refinancing

UKEF can offer an additional source of long-term funding, with repayment typically over 2-10 years, but longer for certain
sectors e.g. up to 18 years for renewables. We can provide finance for up to 85% of contract value, and support is available
in a range of currencies.
Our international origination team works closely with DIT and Posts overseas to identify appropriate opportunities.
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Helping exporters fulfil export orders
UKEF can help companies access the working capital they need to fulfil an export contract, giving them the ability to take
on more contracts and increase their turnover. We can offer:
 Export finance guidance
 Guarantees to UK companies’ banks who lend working capital for export orders
 Contract bonds, freeing up working capital for exporters

Making sure exporters get paid
We can help exporters manage risks in challenging markets, ensuring that they get paid even where the private market is
not able to offer insurance. We can offer insurance against non-payment and loss if the contract is cancelled.

Who we support
UKEF works closely with exporters, banks, overseas project sponsors and buyers to provide its support for export contracts.
Helping exporters win contracts
The main demand comes from:
 civil aircraft manufacturers and aero-engine suppliers;
 manufacturers and suppliers of capital plant and equipment;
 providers of engineering and project management services, e.g. for renewables, process plant projects and other
professional services.
 suppliers of defence exports.

Helping exporters fulfil contracts and make sure they get paid
Request for support under these products is on the increase, and to date has come from such diverse sectors as:
 creative and media;
 advanced manufacturing;
 education and training;
 construction; and
 entertainment.
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UKEF Business Plan
In June 2020 UKEF published its new four-year business plan. In this plan, we have four delivery objectives, which set out
what we need to achieve to realise our mission, and three organisational objectives, which define the resources, skills and
operational capabilities we will need to do that. These are:
Delivery objectives
1

Provide export finance, insurance and guidance to help UK companies sell overseas, supporting the delivery of
the government’s Export Strategy

2

Continuously adapt and focus our activity on sectors and countries where UKEF support will have the greatest
economic benefit for exporters and suppliers of all sizes and across all of the UK

3

Improve awareness and understanding among UK companies, international buyers, prime contractors,
sponsors, banks and insurers about export finance and insurance support available from UKEF and the private
sector

4

Ensure we retain the confidence of our ministers by rigorously managing risk, improving efficiency and
operating within the consent of HM Treasury

Organisational objectives
1

Be a great place to work, engaging and developing our staff to deliver better for our customers, in line with the
vision for a “Brilliant Civil Service”

2

Be a customer-centric organisation, delivering high-quality services to the businesses and organisations we
support

3

Be agile and adaptable, responding to emerging economic developments and market gaps

You can read our Business plan here, and find out more about the Department’s work in the latest Annual Report and
Accounts.
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Partners, stakeholders and observers
UKEF works closely with partners within government, most notably the Department for International Trade. In the private
sector our principal partners include trade associations and financial institutions.
Many other parties take a close interest in UKEF’s activities, including: the parliamentary select committees; all-party groups
of MPs and individual MPs; exporter and trade representative bodies such as the British Chambers of Commerce, the
Confederation of British Industry and the British Exporters Association; as well as special interest bodies such as
Transparency International, Jubilee Debt Campaign and Greenpeace.
UKEF also liaises with industry sector bodies and professional services bodies such as the Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants, Institute of Chartered Accountants in England & Wales, Association of British Insurers, the British Insurance
Brokers Association and UK Finance, and their members.
Our work is varied and complex, spanning all business sectors and all corners of the world. UKEF is delighted to have been
named best ECA by Global Trade Review and Trade Finance Global Magazines. This is a recognition of our innovative
approach to supporting exporters, comprehensive product offering and substantial appetite to take on new business.

COVID-19
Coronavirus has left the UK in its most economically challenging position in decades. Trade has been hampered by global
restrictions and economic shutdowns, with the government stepping in to provide unprecedented financial support. UKEF
has been central to this government’s response and it has been a record year for the department as a result, providing
£12.3 billion in support of UK exports. This backing has helped our nation of exporters keep selling to the world through
this pandemic.
UKEF responded quickly, implementing a Temporary Covid Risk Framework (TCRF) and securing thousands of jobs.
Smaller businesses across the UK are benefitting from the new General Export Facility and the temporary expansion of its
Export Insurance Policy, while the Export Development Guarantee unlocked major support for the UK manufacturing and
aviation industries.
These new products fundamentally changed UKEF’s support to business and will put UK exporters in a position to
capitalise on our new free trade agreements. The UK has now agreed trade deals with 67 countries plus the EU, that
accounted for £891 billion of UK bilateral trade in 2019, opening doors for UK businesses to potential new markets.

Building back greener
UKEF doubled its support for sustainable projects to £2.4 billion in 2020. As we look to a future beyond this pandemic, we
will build back greener. The UK will lead this year’s UN Climate Change Conference (COP26) Summit in Glasgow in
November and we have an opportunity to lead by example. As of 31 March 2021, the government no longer provides
new direct support for the fossil fuel energy sector overseas, and is aligning its support to stimulate green exports. UKEF is
already a leading supporter of sustainable exports, ranked (by TXF) second in the world amongst its global peers, and its
role in supporting companies to win clean energy contracts and transition away from fossil fuels is critical.
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Case Study – Cosatto - Baby Equipment

 Cosatto, a bespoke baby product manufacturer, exports to Australia for the first time in over a decade
 Government support helped them secure a £130,000 order for over 1,000 prams, strollers and highchairs
 The Manchester-based business now expects turnover of £14 million this year, with more exports across the world made
easier thanks to Free Trade Agreements
A family-owned Manchester business has secured its first export to Australia in 15 years, shipping £130,000 of its bespoke
baby products with the financial support of UK Export Finance (UKEF).
Cosatto (https://www.cosatto.com) is an award-winning baby product manufacturer and works with the University of
Sussex’s Baby Lab to create colourful and engaging patterns that help young children to develop. It already sells to retailers
large and small in the UK, and sales to distributors in countries like Japan account for 15% of its growing export business.
However, when it came to arranging the insurance for a major deal with a distributor in Melbourne, their insurance broker
would not cover the risk if the deal fell through. At risk of losing the contract, Cosatto turned to UKEF, the UK’s export credit
agency, which was able to step in with its export insurance policy. This enabled the business to export 300 prams, 750
strollers and 200 highchairs to another family-owned business.
Despite COVID-19 adversely affecting some of Cosatto’s largest retail customers, the ingenuity of the business in moving its
operations online has allowed it to adapt to a new way of working. It now expects turnover of £14 million this year and is
talking to the distributor about new product lines.
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Case Study – Alstom - Cairo Monorail

 First export of UK-built trains for over 12 years allowed Alstom to expand manufacturing capacity in Derby
 UK Export Finance provided £1.7bn backing for deal with Egypt
 Government-backing part of commitment to help exporters across the UK build back better and take advantage of new
trade deals
A consortium led by Bombardier Transportation (since acquired by Alstom) agreed a deal with the Egyptian Government to
build two new monorails thanks to £1.7 billion backing from UK Export Finance (UKEF), the largest amount of financing UKEF
has ever provided for an overseas infrastructure project. The government guarantee supports highly skilled jobs in
Derbyshire as the UK builds back better in the aftermath of coronavirus.
The consortium was named preferred bidder for the project at the 2020 UK-Africa Investment Summit and, with UKEF’s
guarantee, secured the financing needed to fulfil the contract and start production. Alstom invested in its manufacturing
centre in Derby where the trains for the Egyptian monorails are being designed and built.
This is the UK’s only monorail car production line and directly supports 100 UK jobs at the company and many more in its
UK supply chain.
In September 2021 Alstom successfully delivered the first two monorail trains for the Cairo Monorail on time.
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Case Study – Wood – Green Transition

 First ever green transition loan backed by UK Export Finance (UKEF) helps Wood continue to transition to capitalise on
opportunities linked to clean energy, hydrogen and decarbonisation
 Loan gives Wood the financial resource to take advantage of green trade opportunities
 Government aligns free trade agenda behind green exports ahead of COP26.
In August 2021, the first ever government-backed green transition loan was awarded to engineering and consultancy firm
Wood to seize new clean growth export opportunities.
With the UN climate change conference, COP26, in Glasgow in November, the UK continues to align its free trade agenda
behind green exports to speed up the country’s transition away from fossil fuels to low-carbon energy sources, which is
expected to deliver up to up to £170 billion of export sales in goods and services for the UK by 2030.
Firms operating in the UK’s industrial heartlands, like Aberdeen-headquartered Wood, will be backed by Government to
drive forward this transition, whilst supporting thousands of green jobs.
This £430 million commercial loan is supported by an 80% UKEF Transition Export Development Guarantee (Transition EDG)
and gives Wood the financial resources to enhance its clean growth plans.
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Job Description
UK Export Finance (UKEF) is the operating name of the Export Credits Guarantee Department. The main role of this NonExecutive Director is to bring an external, independent, perspective to UKEF’s operations based on private sector
experience and expertise in key areas, including:
 Trade and export finance;
 Experience of working with SMEs; and
 Supporting the delivery of departmental strategic priorities;
In addition to membership of the main Board of UK Export Finance, the candidate will also be expected to Chair the Risk
Committee and be a member of the Audit Committee. The Risk Committee advises on risk, risk appetite, risk management
and associated assurance. This committee has responsibility for reviewing risks attached to strategic decisions, such as new
products. The Audit Committee advises on financial reporting (including the production of annual Resource Accounts),
governance, internal control, and associated assurance.
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Person Specification
We are looking for candidates who show a strong enthusiasm for boosting UK exports and have an expertise in Credit and
Enterprise Risk. Candidates will require the credibility to interface with other wider Whitehall stakeholders including UKGI &
HM Treasury. Although, initially, you do not need to be familiar with UKEF you will be expected to demonstrate an ability
to quickly understand UKEF’s priorities, objectives and challenges. In making the appointment, we will also focus on the
following criteria;

Person
Specification

Essential
 Non-executive experience as part of a Risk Committee for a financial institution
 Credibility to chair the UKEF Risk Committee, having been either:
▪ chair of a Risk Committee for a financial institution; or
▪ a successful risk or senior manager within a financial institution
 Excellent knowledge and experience of credit, enterprise & operational risk
management and control processes
 Experience of credit risk analysis and portfolio management in relation to capital
market transactions, preferably including emerging market exposures and
restructuring situations.
 Interpersonal skills to interact with internal and external stakeholders, contribute
to strategic discussions, mentor executives and help maintain a strong risk culture

Desirable
 Experience and understanding of international trade and export markets,
particularly for capital goods.
 In-depth knowledge of the risk environment in both overseas and domestic
markets across a range of sectors.and exporter types.
 Knowledge of the public sector environment.
 Successful board-level experience, preferably including in a non-executive
capacity; and
 A strong understanding of Board and organisational governance.
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Terms & Conditions
Location
Board meetings usually take place in Westminster, London SW1A. (Over the last 18 months, meetings have been held
online)

Time Commitment
You will be expected to prepare for and attend eight to nine Board meetings per annum plus a smaller number of
committee meetings.

Remuneration
The post pays £15,000 per annum. An additional £5,000 per annum will be paid in respect of chairing the Risk Committee

Length of Appointment
The appointment is for three years with the possibility of being reappointed for a further period subject to performance
and Ministerial consent.

Application Process
How do I apply?
Applicants should provide a copy of their CV together with a statement of suitability (no more than two A4 pages)
explaining why you are interested in the position and how your personal skills, qualities and experience provide evidence
that you meet the criteria outlined in the person specification.
To apply for this post, you will need to submit the above documentation to www.odgers.com/84757 by no later than 23:00
on Monday 31 January 2022.
As part of the application process, you will be asked to fill out a diversity monitoring form as well as declaring any actual or
perceived conflicts of interest.
Should you have any questions regarding the process, please contact Simon Havers or Aurianne Dottin-Wilson.
simon.havers@odgersberndtson.com

aurianne.dottin-wilson@odgersberndtson.com
Please note this campaign is being run in association with UK Government Investments (UKGI) – candidates are asked to
read the UKGI privacy notice prior to applying.
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You will receive an acknowledgment of your application through the online process. The panel will then assess your
application to select those demonstrating the best fit with the role by considering the evidence provided against the
criteria set out in the ‘Person Specification’ section. Failure to address any or all of these criteria may affect your
application. Candidates will be advised of the outcome of decisions as soon as possible.

What is the expected timetable?
 Closing date for applications

31 January 2022 11pm

 Preliminary interviews for longlisted candidates

14-18 February 2022

 Panel interviews for shortlisted candidates

9 March 2022

Please note these dates are subject to change.

Panel
Candida Morley: Director UKGI, NED at UKEF (Panel Chair)
Noel Harwerth: Chair, UKEF
Martin Madsen: Executive Director, UKGI
Independent Panel Member: To be confirmed

Further Information
Further information can be found on UKEF’s website:

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk-export-finance

Other Matters
Due diligence checks and references
Please note that references and due diligence checks will be completed for all shortlisted candidates.

Standards in public life
Candidates must confirm that they understand the standards of probity required of public appointees outlined in the
‘Seven Principles of Public Life’ (as set out in Annex 1) drawn up by the Committee on Standards in Public Life.

Conflicts of interest
Applicants must disclose information on personal connections, which if they were appointed, could lead to a conflict of
interest or be perceived as such.
It is very important therefore that all applicants provide appropriate details which might be construed as being in conflict
with the appointment for which they are applying.
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If it appears from the information provided on the form that a possible conflict might exist or arise in the future, this will be
fully explored with the applicant with a view to establishing whether it is sufficiently significant to prevent the individual
from carrying out the duties of the post. The panel will do this at interview stage.
Due to the nature of this role, candidates who are currently on the Board of or employed by an institution which has a
commercial relationship with UKEF should discuss this with Odgers Berndtson before applying.

Equal Opportunities
The government is committed to promoting diversity in public appointments. Applications from women, members of
ethnic minorities, disabled people and other under-represented groups are particularly welcomed.
UKEF is committed to providing equal opportunities for all, irrespective of race, age, disability, gender, marital status,
religion, sexual orientation, transgender and working patterns and to the principle of public appointments on merit with
independent assessments, openness and transparency of process.
UKEF remains the most ethnically diverse department in the Civil Service with 31% of staff from ethnic minority
backgrounds, and has more female staff than ever before.

Seven Principles of Public Life
All Non-Executive Directors for UKEF members must adhere to the Seven Principles of Public Life. These being:
Selflessness – Holders of public office should take decisions solely in terms of the public interest. They should not do so in
order to gain financial or other material benefits for themselves, their family, or their friends.
Integrity – Holders of public office should not place themselves under any financial or other obligation to outside
individuals or outside organisations that might influence them in the performance of their public duties.
Objectivity – In carrying out public business, including making public appointments, awarding contracts, or recommending
individuals for rewards and benefits, holders of public office should make choices on merit.
Accountability – Holders of public office are accountable for their decisions and actions to the public and must submit
themselves to whatever scrutiny is appropriate to their office.
Openness – Holders of public office should be as open as possible about all the decisions and actions that they take. They
should give reasons for their decisions and restrict information only when the wider public interest clearly demands.
Honesty – Holders of public office have a duty to declare any private interests relating to their public duties and to take
steps to resolve any conflicts arising in a way that protects the public’s interests.
Leadership – Holders of public office should promote and support these principles by leadership and example.
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Recruitment Process
Eligibility
This role is open to UK nationals, nationals of Commonwealth countries who have the right to work in the UK, nationals of
the Republic of Ireland, nationals from the EU, EEA or Switzerland with (or eligible for) status under the European Union
Settlement Scheme (EUSS), relevant EU, EEA, Swiss or Turkish nationals working in the Civil Service, relevant EU, EEA, Swiss
or Turkish nationals who have built up the right to work in the Civil Service and certain family members of the relevant EU,
EEA, Swiss or Turkish nationals.

Individuals from EU and outside the EU
With effect from 1st January 2021 the UK operates a points-based immigration system. Individuals arriving in the UK on or
after 1st January will require a visa and will need to be sponsored by an employer.
EU, EEA or Swiss citizens who have lived in the UK by 31 st December 2020 need to apply Apply to the EU Settlement
Scheme to continue living in the UK after 30th June 2021.

Security
Successful candidates must meet the security requirements before they can be appointed: the appointment will be
conditional until they are cleared. The level of security needed is security check. You can view our vetting charter here- See
our vetting charter.
To meet the National Security Vetting requirements for this role you will need to have resided in the UK for a minimum of
3 out of the past 5 years. If you do not meet this requirement, you would not be eligible for SC clearance and therefore
not eligible to apply for this role.
New immigration guidelines - What you need to know - GOV.UK

Disability Confident Scheme for Disabled Persons
Disabled applicants who meet the essential criteria in the job specification are guaranteed an interview. Selection will be on
merit.
If you wish to claim a guaranteed interview under the Disability Confident Scheme, you should complete the relevant
section of the application form. It is not necessary to state the nature of your disability.
Further information regarding the scheme can be found at www.disabilityconfident.campaign.gov.uk/

Complaints
How do I make a complaint about the recruitment process?
Should you have a complaint or wish to raise any concerns regarding the recruitment process, please e-mail your
complaint to Simon Havers at simon.havers@odgersberndtson.com and include “Complaint” in the subject heading.
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20 Cannon Street
London EC4M 6XD
UK
+44 20 7529 1111
information@odgersberndtson.com
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